FOOD MENU
SOUPS & SALADS

Chicken Noodle Soup ......................................................8
Cauliflower Soup .............................................................8
Broccoli Cheddar Soup ....................................................8
“NEW“ Chicken Caesar Salad ...................................... 13
Romaine tossed in Caesar dressing. Garnished with chopped fried
chicken breast, parmesan, cherry tomatoes, and croutons.
Mixed Greens Salad (with house balsamic vinaigrette) .............. 4

Original Pastrami Chopped Salad ..................................... 15
Warm pastrami morsels, romaine, avocado, tomatoes, shredded
swiss cheese, egg, pickled veggies, warm rye toast and honey
mustard dressing served on the side (Veg Option)

SPECIALTIES & FAVORITES

The Wheel Dog ..................................................... 10

Little known cult hero, Old West bandit, and murderer, Texie
Wheelgun, would do anything to satisfy his ferret-like appetite. A
seared beef hot dog with bacon, cheddar, fajita veg, tomato, and
cilantro might have saved your life in 1871

“NEW” Carnitas Style BBQ Pulled Pork .................. 12

BITES & SIDES

French Fries ............................................................. 5
Garlic Fries (perplexingly austere) .......................... 6.5
Goofy Fries, ............................................................ 10
(Garlic fries with Refuge cheese sauce & pastrami)

Classic Coleslaw........................................................ 6
Gratinéed Mac & Cheese ........................................... 9
Brussels Sprouts ....................................................... 8
Sautéed with bacon and caramelized onions

House Pickled Vegetables ......................................... 7
Chef’s selection of tangy & slightly sweet chilled pickled vegetables.
A must have with pastrami!

Barbacoa Nachos de Sinaloa ................................... 12

Braised beef, cheddar, queso fresco, salsa verde, black olives, sour
cream, cilantro, jicama, pickled jalapeños, and red onion

Guacamole, Salsa and Chips ..................................... 8
“NEW” Chilaquiles ................................................... 9
Tortilla chips, scrambled egg, spicy roasted pepper tomato sauce,
diced onion, avocado, queso fresco, sour cream and cilantro

Cole slaw, fried onion, ranch and served with French fries

Kiev Style Chopped Chicken Liver ............................ 10

Ground turkey thigh meat, smothered with caramelized onions,
melted swiss. Served with fries

Hot Wings ................................................................ 7

“NEW” Turkey Burger .......................................... 10
Seared Tilapia Sandwich ........................................ 14

Spiced seared Tilapia filet, tartar sauce, fried onions, romaine,
vine-ripened tomatoes, cilantro, guacamole, and fries on the side

Spinach Artichoke Dip ........................................... 10

Spinach & artichoke folded into a warm creamy parmesanpepper jack béchamel sauce and gratineed golden brown with
panko bread crumbs. Served with house fried tortilla chips

Casse Croûte (Break Bread) ................................... 13

Melted brie, aioli, tomatoes, sautéed mushroom and onion,
sourdough, served with a green salad

“NEW” Veggie Garden Burger ................................ 10
Seared Morningstar Farms Garden burger patty, melted provolone,
romesco sauce on a bun. Served with fries

Steak’d Potato....................................................... 15

Loaded, twice-baked potato with thinly sliced rib-eye, bacon, sour
cream, butter, cheddar, and chives (Pastrami upgrade 3.00)

PHILLY CHEESESTEAKS

Our steaks are custom-made, straight outta Philly. Served on the
famous Galasso’s Roll and served with a side of fries

CHOICE OF CHICKEN OR BEEF

Add: Garlic Fry upgrade: $2.00
Goofy fry upgrade: $6.00
Avocado: $3.00 Add Foie Gras $10.00

Cheesesteak Parmesan .......................................... 13
Roasted garlic-tomato sugo, provolone, fresh oregano, and of
course parmesan cheese

Russian Jewish nirvana served with seared rye toast, whole grain
mustard, and cornichons

Fried chicken wings tossed in a traditional hot wing sauce served
with ranch, carrots and celery

FRESH GROUND CHUCK BURGERS

Natural Certified Angus Beef, flattop-seared, (~7oz). All burgers are
cooked slightly pink, “medium well” and served with a side of fries
Add: Garlic fry upgrade: $2.00 or Goofy fry upgrade: $6.00
Egg over easy: $2.00 Add Foie Gras $10.00
Bacon 2.5 Caramelized Onions $2 or Avocado: $3

Mole Burger........................................................ 16.5
Mole sauce, bacon, cheddar, pickled jalapeños, red onions, cilantro
and sliced pickles

Brie Burger ............................................................. 16
Beef burger with brie cheese, mushrooms, tomatoes and aioli

Cheddar Burger ...................................................... 14
Cheddar cheese, vine-ripened tomatoes, romaine, and red onions

Ohio Burger............................................................ 14
Slightly sweet, circa late 1800’s Akron, OH; caramelized onions
with muenster cheese *Medium well only

Pastrami Burger................................................... 17.5

Beef burger, sliced pastrami, melted swiss, sauerkraut and russian
dressing served on a burger bun

PASTRAMI PATHOS

Custom-trimmed, by hand, from the ‘heart of the navel’. Served
seductively warm on toasted rye bread with pickles and pickled
onions.

WIT Caramelized onions, WIT cherry peppers, WIT Refuge
Cheese Sauce

Half sandwiches available for $9.50
Add: Chopped Liver: $6 Avocado: $3 Foie Gras $10.00
Reuben .............................................................. 17.95

Rumor has it that this union of Paris and Philly caused such frenzy
that the Liberty Bell was dropped and cracked

The Toasted Slaw #19........................................ 17.95

Wit Cheesesteak ................................................... 13
French Onion Dip (swiss cheese) ........................... 15
Cheesesteak De Arbol ........................................... 15

Guacamole, de arbol xtra spicy sauce, sour cream, red onion,
lettuce, tomato, cilantro and cheddar cheese

The Champ Cheesesteak ....................................... 13
Mushroom-onion sauteé, roasted red bell peppers, provolone

Western Cheesesteak ............................................ 13
Bacon, fried onions, provolone cheese, BBQ sauce, cilantro, and
ranch dressing

KIDS FOOD MENU

Sarah’s Mac & Cheese............................................... 6
Hot Dog & Fries ....................................................... 8
Grilled Cheese & Fries ............................................... 6
Kids Quesadilla......................................................... 6
Chicken Fingers with Fries ......................................... 7
Sofia’s Burger & Fries .............................................. .7
Add cheddar cheese $1.00

Pastrami, sauerkraut, melted swiss, crazy russian dressing and
toasted rye

Pastrami, coleslaw, swiss (not melted), crazy russian dressing and
toasted rye

Swiss & Mustard ...........……………………………………17.95
Pastrami, swiss, toasted rye and Gulden’s mustard

Pastrami Steak ....................................................... 23
Beautiful 12oz slab of pastrami served with a side of slaw

DESSERT
Vanilla Ice Cream ......................................................... 5
Superlative Bread Pudding,........................................ 8
Bourbon caramel sauce, and whipped cream
*Add Vanilla Ice Cream, $3

Chocolate Pot De Crème, ....................................... 4
Decadent chocolate custard topped with whipped cream

Sparky’s Root Beer Float (Vanilla Ice Cream) ........... 7
Chocolate Stout Float (Vanilla Ice Cream) ................ 9
Not your Father’s Root Beer Float, ........................ 9
ABV 5.9% (Vanilla Ice Cream)

Gratuity will be added to parties of 8 or more, 3 credit cards max per party. No split checks.

DRAUGHT, WINE AND CIDERS
DRAUGHT BEER LIST

WINES BY THE GLASS AND BOTTLES

9 YEARS CELEBRATION FLIGHT #1 4oz/ea..... 14
BREWSKI PASSIONFEBER IPA, SWEDEN, 11oz .................. 10

WHITES
PROSECCO, ADAMI GARBEL ............................. 10 gls/33 btl

7% ABV, IPA brewed with passion fruit; Tropical fruits notes,
medium bitterness, light body with moderate carbonation

MIKKELLER BEER GEEK BRUNCH WEASEL, DANISH, 11oz . 10
10.9% ABV, Imperial Oatmeal stout brewed with one of the
world’s most expensive coffees. Strong taste and aroma

AVERY TWEAK, BOULDER, CO 6oz ....................................... 9
17% ABV, Imperial Stout with Ozo’s organic espresso roast and
aged in fresh Bourbon barrels for 4 months

9 YEARS CELEBRATION FLIGHT #2 4oz/ea..... 14
MIKKELLER KIHOSKH BRETT, DANISH, 11oz .............. 11

5% ABV, Session IPA; Mix of Brett and hops with barnyard,
citrus and flowers on the nose, flavor follows with dry wood, dry
flowers, hay and light citrus with a dry finish
FANTÔME STRANGE GHOST, BELGIAN, 11oz ....................... 11
8% ABV, Belgian Saison brewed with spices and herbs.
Moderate malt herbal notes with some toffee, nuts and toasted
bread. Medium bodied with high carbonation on the finish
BOURBON COUNTY STOUT, CHICAGO, IL 6oz ........................ 9
13.8% ABV, Bourbon Barrel Aged Imp. Stout; mix of charred
oak, vanilla, caramel and smoke on the nose, taste follows with
chocolate, bittersweet chocolate, vanilla, oak and dark fruit

SUNNER KOLSCH, GERMAN, 11oz............................................. 6
4.8 % ABV, Spicy aromatic taste, refreshing and wholesome.
Nice and dry with moderate bitter and grassy finish
ALLAGASH WHITE, PORTLAND, ME 11oz ................................... 6
5% ABV, Brewed with a generous portion of wheat and spiced
with coriander and Curaçao orange peel, this beer is fruity,
refreshing and slightly cloudy in appearance

AVERY APRICOT SOUR, BOULDER, CO, 11oz....................... 11

Aromas of ripe fruit such as pear, melon, and yellow apple,
pleasantly tart and full- flavored with admirable balance

WHITE BLEND, SEIANO BIANCO ...................... 10 gls/33 btl
A blend of Grechetto and Sauvignon Blanc, a round wine, soft on
the palate, well-balanced, fresh with excellent white fruit notes

SAUVIGNON BLANC, QUIVERA ......................... 11 gls/33 btl

A style that will appeal to fans of both creamy, fruity richness and
more austere notes of fresh grass, dry, herbal and juicy wine

RIESLING, DR. LOOSEN 'DR. L' ........................ 10 gls/30 btl
Refreshing and fruity, with a fine mineral edge filled with plush red
peach, cherry and white currant flavors that are supported by zesty
acidity. Long and creamy on the finish

CHARDONNAY, SAINTSBURY ........................... 12 gls/36 btl
Dark golden color gives way to a taste of yellow apple, pear and a
touch of ginger spice, with the midpalate mellow and veering on
rich. A punch of guava and lime is accented in vibrant acidity on
the lingering finish

REDS

RED BLEND, LAGONE ...................................... 11 gls/33 btl
Aromas of cherry & vanilla; dry structured and elegant with flavors
of plum, ripe cherries, wild berries and a hint of spice, followed by
a lengthy and smooth finish

ZINFANDEL, EASTON ...................................... 12 gls/36 btl
Full black cherry and blackberry fruit aromas with a beautiful
balance and a big, sumptuous, and juicy mouth feel

PINOT NOIR, LA FOLLETTE.............................. 12 gls/36 btl

A complex and beguiling bouquet of fresh strawberry, vanilla pod
and wild mushroom; Delicate red fruit flavors framed by soft
tannins and savory notes. Balanced by acidity on the late-palate

7.3% ABV, Barrel aged earthiness paired w/ strong apricot tartness.
Epitome of succulent and sour goodness in a glass!
NORTH COAST PRANQSTER, FORT BRAGG, CA 14oz................ 7
7.6% ABV, Creamy, Belgian style blonde, citrusy and creamy a
Four-time world beer championship gold winner

CABERNET SUAVIGNON, DESRUPTION ............. 11 gls/33 btl

TRIPEL KARMELIET, BELGIAN, 14oz ........................... 10

BOTTLED CIDERS

8.3% ABV, Elegant orange peel, restrained spice, benchmark
tripel, served in the Fleur de Lys glass

ASPALL DRY CIDER 330ML, ENGLISH ................................................ 9

ST. FEUILLIEN SAISON, BELGIAN 11oz ........................ 9

6.9% ABV, Best Saison in the world 2009, tart citrus followed by
crisp hops, plenty of warm spice and a nice honeysuckle finish
MODERN TIMES CITY OF THE SUN, SAN DIEGO, CA 14oz ..... 6
7.6% ABV, Big, fruity, pungent, sticky, delicious IPA brewed
with Simcoe, Mosaic & Motueka. Notes of tropical fruit, medium
to full body with a nice bitter / fruity finish
HOUBLON CHOUFFE, BELGIAN, 11oz .................................. 9
9% ABV, The Gnome brings us this wonderful Tripel Double
IPA, Belgian style tripel brewed with a nod to the States

KWAK, BELGIAN 11oz/24oz ...................................... 9/18

8.4% ABV, Deep amber ale, creamy colored head, mellow,
fruity and malty aroma, served in the coachmen’s glass
LA TRAPPE DUBBEL, DUTCH, 11oz .......................................... 9
9.4% ABV, Deep brown color and attractive beige froth, use of
caramel malt gives it a gentle caramelized quality

FIELDWORK COCONUT STOUT BERKELEY, CA 11oz .............. 7

8% ABV, Imperial Stout; sweet aromas of coconut with notes of
milk chocolate, balanced with moderate amounts of dark
roasted grain and complex British malts

ST. BERNARDUS ABT 12, BELGIAN 11oz ..................... 10

10.5% ABV, “THE BEAST” rich full body, notes of chocolate and
roasted malt, one of the top beers world-wide annually

NON-ALCOHOLIC

House-made Black Cherry Soda............................. 4
Fesh Brewed Black Iced Tea ................................. 3
Sparky’s Root Beer or Root Beer Float.................. 4/7
Bruce Cost Unfiltered Ginger Ale............................. 4
Orange’n Cream soda............................................ 4
Saratoga Springs Mineral Water ............................ 3
Lemonade ........................................................... 3

A deep garnet wine with notes of cassis and black cherry
complimented by fresh sage and tobacco. A generous palate
backed up by the ripe tannins of the vintage

6.8% ABV, Made from a blend of different "base" ciders, lifting aroma
and flavor, ripe apples in the aroma with rustic earthiness
ASPALL PERRONELLE’S BLUSH 330ML, ENGLISH ............................. 9
5.4% ABV, Attractive apple and blackberry define a sweetish palate,
with good acid balance and a long soft fruit finish
WASHINGTON GOLD CHERRY 750ML, AMERICAN ......................... 21
5.5% ABV, Deep cherry aromas and flavors with light carbonation and
small bubbles. Finishes sweet with a hint of tartness ($6.00 gls)
COURT GASPING GOOSE CIDER 330ML, AMERICAN........................ 8
5.8% ABV, Complex medium cider with a slightly tannic finish
MISSION TRAIL PLUM 500ML, AMERICAN ....................................... 18
6.5% ABV, The first and only California 100% Plum Jerkum. The color,
the aroma, the flavor and mouth feel on this cider is one-of-a-kind
FINNRIVER BLACK CURRANT 500ML, AMERICAN ........................... 19
6.5% ABV, light, lovely cider with a purple blush that blends heirloom
and organic dessert apples with the tart mysteries of black currant
MISSION TRAIL PERRY 500ML, AMERICAN...................................... 18
6% ABV, California's only 100% Perry. Exquisite and fruity, this remains
peerless in it's flavor, balance, color, and artisinal quality
OLIVER’S AT THE HOP CIDER 500ML, AMERICAN .......................... 19
6% ABV, Bittersweet cider and infuse with Cascade hops. Zesty cider
with hoppy grassy notes and honeyed citrus character
CELT BRITTANY CIDER 330ML, FRANCE ........................................... 6
4.5% ABV, This is a refreshing “demi sec” cider with a fruity flavor
balanced by a crisp dry finish made from the finest apples in Brittany
MISSION TRAIL PEACH COAST 500ML, AMERICAN ........................ 18
6.1% ABV, 100% California Peach cider. Delicate sweetness and
fruitiness give this cider light body with an unmistakable peach glow

AFTER DINNER DRINKS
Underberg Digestive ............ ………………………………….4
44% ABV, The careful balance of choice herbal ingredients from 43
different countries and premium quality alcohol gives Underberg its
soothing digestive properties

B. Nectar zombie killer Mead, .................................. 3oz/5
6% ABV, Made with Michigan tart cherry juice, apple cider and star
thistle honey. Be careful...it is extremely addicting

RESERVE BOTTLE BEER LIST
We currently offer over 80 selections in bottle from over one dozen countries and world
renowned producers with an emphasis on Belgian and Belgian styles
TRAPPIST ALES
CHIMAY TRIPEL WHITE 330ML, BELGIAN .......................... 11
8% ABV, medium bodied, wheat beer, abundance of warm spice
CHIMAY RED 330ML, BELGIAN........................................... 11
7% ABV the original Chimay, dark red color, soft fruit, warm spice,
CHIMAY GRAND RESERVE 330ML, BELGIAN....................... 12
9% ABV, Belgian strong ale, flavors of raisins and chocolate

ROCHEFORT 8 330ML, BELGIAN ........................................ 13
9.2% ABV, Belgian Strong Ale with spiced dryness

ROCHEFORT 6 330ML, BELGIAN ........................................ 13
7.5% ABV, Belgian Strong Ale, soft body and earthy herbal palate

ROCHEFORT 10 330ML, BELGIAN ...................................... 16
11.3% ABV, Dark color, full and very impressive taste. Strong
plum, raisin, and black currant palate, with ascending notes of
vinousness and other complexities
ACHEL BLONDE 330ML, BELGIAN.............................................13
8% ABV, A pale, strong, fruity, hoppy Trappist ale from one of
Belgium’s six official abbey breweries

ORVAL 330ML, BELGIAN .................................................... 15
6.2% ABV, Belgian Ale, intensely aromatic and dry character
WESTMALLE DUBBEL 330ML, BELGIAN .............................. 13
7% ABV, A reddish brown trappist ale, malty and fruity
WESTMALLE TRIPEL 330ML, BELGIAN ....................................13
9.5% ABV, Strong, dry and spicy Trappist ale, complex with fruity
aroma and a nice nuanced hop scent

GLUTEN FREE

GLUTENBERG BLONDE 440ML, MONTREAL ............................... 8
4.5% ABV, Presence of floral hop aroma, white pepper and lemon
peel on the nose. Mouth evokes flower perfumes, spices and citrus
GLUTENBERG IPA 440ML, MONTREAL........................................ 8
6% ABV, Full of citrus aroma, lemon and floral notes, crisp and
sharp mouthfeel paired with light caramel and hoppy flavors
WIDMER OMMISION PALE ALE 330ML, AMERICAN.................. 6
5.8% ABV, Hop-forward American Pale Ale

LAGERS, PALE ALES & MISC.

HOLLOWS & FEN. GINGER BEER 500ML, CUMBRIA, UK ....... 11
4% ABV, combining the finest hand-picked herbs, natural
flavorings, sugar and brewer's yeast, fermented for a two week
period with Chinese root ginger and botanical ingredients
OMNIPOLLO MACKAPER 630ML, AMERICAN ...........................22
6% ABV, Moderate, refreshing ale with noticeable hop aroma
balanced by supporting malt flavors
BAIRD NUMAZU LAGER 330ML, JAPAN ..................................12
5% ABV, Softly floral in aroma and roundly malty in flavor, perfect
balance between complexity and drinkability
SBC THE CRISP LAGER 330ML, AMERICAN ............................... 6
5.4% ABV, Old world craftsmanship with new, clean flavors. Bright
pilsner malts meet Noble hop character

NOT YOUR FATHERS ROOT BEER 330ML, AMERICAN........... 6
5.9% ABV, Silky, smooth and satisfying finish

NON ALCOHOLIC

ERDINGER 330ML, GERMAN ................................................ 6
0% ABV Erdinger's master brewers have succeeded the aromatic,
full-bodied Erdinger character - even without alcohol

MEAD

B.NEKTAR ZOMBIE KILLER 354ML, AMERICAN ................... 21
6% ABV, Made with Michigan tart cherry juice, apple cider and
star thistle honey. It is sweet but balances nicely with the tart
cherries. Be careful...it is extremely addicting and refreshing

MOONLIGHT DESIRE MEAD 375ML, AMERICAN .................. 35
16.7% ABV, Enticing, complex blend of blueberries, black cherries
and blackcurrants balanced with basic elements of mead; honey,
water and yeast

WHEAT

TO OL WIT IS THE NEW BLACK 330ML, DUTCH................... 13

4.3% ABV, A Belgian Wit ale brewed with liquorice. Bitter-sweet,
almost anise like flavor, dry hopped it with Vic Secret and Ella to
add a subtle sweet fruit flavor to balance it out
ST. BERNARDUS WIT 330ML, BELGIAN................................ 8
5.5% ABV, St. Bernard is a traditional Belgian white beer

SOURS

HOF TEN DORMAAL SLOE 330ML, BELGIAN....................... 18

6% ABV, Sour/Wild Ale; Aroma of Brett funk, citrus and tart light
fruits, light medium bodied with soft carbonation & tart fruity finish
DUCHESSE DE BOURGOGNE 330ML, BELGIAN................... 11
6.2% ABV, Traditional top fermented reddish-brown ale from the
West-Flanders region of Belgium. Blend of 8 and 18 months old
ales following careful maturation in oak casks
ALE INDUSTRIES KIWI AS 330ML, AMERICAN .................... 14
6% ABV, This delicious sour blonde ale was aged with 95lbs of
dried kiwi in white wine barrels for 8 months! It's a fun, tart,
playful sour that will leave you wanting more
CASCADE NOYAUX 750ML, PORTLAND, OR .............................. 50
8.94% ABV, This NW style sour ale features blonds and triples
aged on oak for 18 to 24 months, then additionally aged for 12
months on raspberries and apricot noyaux
THE BRUERY TART OF DARKNESS 750ML, AMERICAN ......... 39
7.2% ABV, Sour/wild Stout aged in oak barrels; dark and roasty,
sour stout with notes of tart plums, coffee, vanilla and oak
ALMANAC FARMER’S RSV CRAND CRU 750ML, AMERICAN .. 50
10.2% ABV, Imperial Sour Ale aged in white wine barrels with
California-grown Muscat Blanc grapes
HAANDBRYGGERIET FUNKY BLACK 500ML, NORWAY ......... 25
7% ABV, Funky Black Wild Ale; dark chocolate aromas with hints
of vinegar, dark fruits, hints of smoke and soft carbonation

LAMBIC

ST. LOUIS FRAMBOISE 375ML, BELGIAN ........................... 14

4.5% ABV sweet-tart explosion, light and zingy, brewed with
raspberry, brilliant magenta color
ST. LOUIS PECHE 375ML, BELGIAN ................................... 14
2.6% ABV, This fruity thirst-quencher is a blend of Lambic and
peach juice. Fruity and slightly sour flavor
ST. LOUIS KRIEK 375ML, BELGIAN .................................... 14
4% ABV, Cherrie Lambic; The intense flavor of cherries and light
nuances of almond from the pits will determine this fruity delicacy
MIKKELLER SPONTANFRAMBOOS 330ML, DANISH ............ 20
7.7% ABV, Ale brewed with raspberries and aged in wine barrels
HANSSENS OUDE KRIEK 750ML, BELGIAN ............................. 42
6% ABV, This is the result of blending black cherries Lambic of
different ages followed by a second fermentation in bottle.
Complex aromas start strong with lactic acid, cherries, and
sourdough rounded out by pleasant oak character & dry acidic
GOOSE ISLAND LOLITA 750ML, AMERICAN ........................... 45
8.7% ABV, Intense bursts of raspberries on the nose and palette
come from the marriage of wine barrel aging with the ruby red fruit

SAISON

FANTOME CHOCOLAT 750ML, BELGIAN ................................. 32
8% ABV, Belgian ’saison-style’ ale brewed with cocoa powder and
chili pepper!! Ay, Caramba!
TO OL B. AGED SNOW BALL SAISON 375ML, DUTCH.......... 35
8% ABV, Belgian Ale aged in white wine barrels
PRAIRIE HOPS 330ML, AMERICAN ............................................13
8% ABV, Packed with Simcoe and Citra hops. Notes of peach,
mango, and tangerine can be found in the flavor and aroma
STILLWATER 21st CENTURY MEANS 650ML, AMERICAN ....... 22
7% ABV, Collaboration with Cigar-City; Multigrain farmhouse ale
with buckwheat & rye, fermented with Brett
UPRIGHT SEVEN 750ML, AMERICAN ........................................ 25
8% ABV, fully expressed in the aroma with lots of fruitiness, light
spice notes, finishes dry with a lightly lingering bitterness

LIBERTINE THANKS BRYAN 750ML, AMERICAN .....................35

HIGH WATER SUGAREE PICAN PIE 650ML, AMERICAN ........ 18

8% ABV, Rye Saison; Fruity esters on the aroma; Clarity is good
with a large foamy head on top. The addition of several spices and
herbs create a complex fruity or citrusy flavor
AU BARON CUVEE DES JONQUILLES 750ML, FRANCE..........34
7% ABV Saison with sweet malts notes with red apple candy,
caramel, light carbonation and fine creamy mouthfeel
LIBERTINE SAISON 750ML, AMERICAN....................................35
8% ABV, Crisp and Funky Saison, brewed with wild brettanomyce.
Dry-hopped with Lemon Drop and Boadicia

9.8% ABV, Brewed with maple sugar, bourbon infused oak chips
and all natural pecan and vanilla. Flavors are rich and delicious
DUVEL 330ML, BELGIAN ...................................................... 9
8.5% ABV classic pale strong ale, world class and renowned,
billowy head, dry finish

IPA

ALLAGASH HOPPY TABLE BEER 330ML, AMERICAN ................. 6

4.9% ABV, Hopped with Chinook, Cascade, Comet, and Azacca.
A mildly hoppy aroma full of grapefruit springs, light-bodied with
flavors of pine and stone fruit balance with a slightly bitter finish
GIGANTIC GINORMUS IIPA 650ML, AMERICAN ...................... 20
8.8% ABV, Ginormous is powered by seven mighty hops. His
mission is simple; to deliver a massive hop punch to those in need
MIKKELLER TIGER BABY 330ML, DANISH ..............................16
5% ABV, Pale Ale brewed with mango and passion fruit
ALESMITH IPA 330ML, AMERICAN .............................................. 6
7.25% ABV, Aromas of grapefruit and tangerine with fresh pine
and tropical fruit notes. Incredibly flavorful and well-balanced
BHBC MANGO IPA 500ML, AMERICAN ......................................16
6.2% ABV, Crushable balance of citrus hops, mango goodness,
and smooth finish truly puts this beer in a league of its own
BHBC BARREL HOUSE IPA 330ML, AMERICAN .......................... 7
7% ABV, Delicious unfiltered IPA with mango hop goodness
that only Mosaic, Simcoe, and Cascade hops can deliver
TO OL BRETTXIT IPA 330ML, DUTCH .....................................13
7% ABV, Fermented with Brettanomyces brewed with hops
from the Commonwealth. Complex and refreshing
SPB THE HI-RES IIIPA 330ML, AMERICAN ................................. 7
10.5% ABV, The experience raw hops you must magnify them
until they saturate your spectrum of perception. Withour
sacrificing balance, hi-res pushes the human perceptual limit to its
edge, turning the dial to its very limit. 115 IBU’s
STILLWATER VACUUM 330ML, AMERICAN ................................ 7
8% ABV, Smoked Black IPA; A complex blend various smoked,
caramel and subdued roasted malts lay the base for a combination
of piney, dank and (dark) fruity hops..
MOODY TONGUE SLICED NECTARINE 330ML, AMERICAN ..... 6
5.9% ABV, Medium-bodied IPA has an auburn color and carries
the flavors of gold nectarines with the aromatics of white peaches

STRONG ALE

SCALDIS AMBER STRONG ALE 330ML, BELGIAN ................ 12
12% ABV, Its bitter sweet taste provides it with firmness and
personality. What's more, it helps digestion
MIKKELLER DRINK’IN THE SNOW 330ML, DANISH...............11
0.3% ABV, Delicious winter low alcohol beer brewed with spices.
Medium sweet, light bitter with caramel & spices notes
ALESONG FOUR BROTHERS 500ML, AMERICAN .....................20
10.2% ABV, Belgian Style Quad; Malty notes of fig, ripe fruit, and
brown sugar punctuate the aroma, while flavors of fruity and
spicy Belgian yeast intertwine with the elevated alcohol warmth
and clean, medium-bodied finish
MIKKELLER SANTA’S LITTLE HELPER 330ML, DANISH ....... 13
10.9% ABV, Flavors and aromas of warm spices, sweet dried
fruit, hints of fresh toasted coffee, with a sweet warm finish
HAANDBRYGGERIET BESTFEAR 500ML, NORWAY ................21
9% ABV, This is a strong hearty festival beer for those good
relaxing moments when you are cuddling up in front of a roaring
fire feeling the warmth from both beer and flames

DE DOLLE ARABIER 330ML, BELGIAN ................................ 15
8% ABV, Arabier is a pure malt beer brewed with flower Nuggethops from Poperinge. It has the special dry-hopping taste and
aroma, so appreciated by beer lovers all over the world

AVERY THE BEAST GRAND CRUE 330ML, AMERICAN.......... 18
16% ABV, Belgian Strong Ale; honey, nutmeg, mandarin and
pineapple aromas and flavors akin to a beautiful Caribbean rum
DRAKES ELECTRIC OWL 650 ML, AMERICAN ..........................17
8% ABV, Coffee Brown Ale; touches of rich caramel, tangy orange
zest, and toffee sweetness

BELZEBUTH SUPER STRONG 330ML, FRANCE.................... 14
8.5% ABV, fresh and fruity on the nose with a little bit of
yeast/spice and some light fruits on the palate

DELERIUM TREMENS 330ML, BELGIAN .............................. 11

9% ABV, strong ale, hazy gold, ex-champion, “flying pink
elephants galore”

BARLEY WINE

MIKKELLER BIG WORSE 375ML, DANISH............................... 24
12% ABV, Big Worse is both thick and sweet and is the perfect
beer for desserts brewed with candy sugar and ale yeast
NOGNE-O- SUNTURNBREW 500ML, NORWAY ........................22
11% ABV, Smoked Barley Wine brewed with 30% smoked malt
and 20% rye. Balanced and clean full intense thick bodied
DE MOLEN BOMMEN & GRANATEN 330ML, DUTCH............. 20
15.2% ABV, Plenty of fruit like orange, tangerine and sweet
apples. It’s powerful and full bodied but still easy going

OAK AGED STRONG ALE

PANNEPOT GRAND RESERVA 2011 330 ML, BELGIAN.......... 19

10% ABV, Quad matured the last 10 months on Calvados oak or
Bourbon barrels, adding extra complexity. Extreme beer!
PREARIS GRAND CRU 2014 375ML, BELGIAN ........................ 35
10% ABV, Aged in Cognac barrels; Strong and sweet with notes of
coffee, cocoa, and dried fruits
MIKKELLER RASPBERRY QUDRUPEL 375ML, DANISH .......... 36
10% ABV, Ale brewed with Lactose & Raspberries & Aged in
Bourbon Barrels
EVIL TWIN RASPBERRY UMAMI 650ML, AMERICAN .............. 45
11.5% ABV, Imperial stout aged in oak barrels with raspberry
added. Big, intense with a warming, bittersweet finish

PORTER & STOUT

YOUNGS 440ML, ENGLISH ................................................... 6
5.2% ABV, Double chocolate stout infused with velvety chocolate
and smooth vanilla, (try it as a beer float!)
AVERY PUMP[KY]N ALE 330ML, AMERICAN ............................ 25
16.5% ABV, Porter brewed with pumpkin & spices - aged in
bourbon barrels adding layers of complexity to an already
exquisitely spiced pumpkin porter
DIEU DU CIEL PECHE MORTER 330ML, CANADIAN ............. 12
9.5% ABV, Intensely black and dense stout with very pronounced
roasted flavors. Brewed with coffee intensifying the bitterness of
the beer and giving it a powerful coffee taste
PRAIRIE BOMB! 330ML, AMERICAN .................................... 21
13% ABV, Imperial Stout aged on coffee, cacao nibs, vanilla
beans and chili peppers, well balanced full body dark ale
TROOPER RED & BLACK 473ML, AMERICAN ...................... 10
6.8% ABV, Named after a track from the latest Iron Maiden
album ‘The Book Of Souls’, the red and black color comes from
the blend of chocolate and crystal malt which gives this full bodied
beer a roasted malt and caramel backbone
MIDNIGHT SUN TREAT 650ML, AMERICAN ........................ 30
7.8% ABV, Imperial chocolate pumpkin porter brewed with cocoa
nibs, cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg. Can you imagine?
TAP IT CAFÉ NOIR 650ML, AMERICAN ............................... 27
9.3% ABV, Imperial coffee porter aged in pinot noir barrels
BFM CUVE ALEX LE ROUGE 330ML, SWISS ........................... 17
10.28% ABV, Imperial Stout; vanilla, tobacco and fresh hops
aroma with softness on the palate with long & satisfying finish
ALESMITH SPEEDWAY STOUT 750ML, AMERICAN ................ 27
12% ABV, Chocolate and roasted malts dominate the flavor,
supported by notes of dark fruit, toffee, and caramel
KRBC CLASS V STOUT 630ML, AMERICAN .......................... 16
8.5% ABV, This is a non-traditional beer with a complex flavor of
coffee & chocolate, the sweetness is complemented with Chinook
and Cascade hops to produce an extraordinary finish
DUCATO VERDI IMPERIAL STOUT 330ML, ITALIAN ........... 20
8.2% ABV, Deep dark in color with a cappuccino head, aromas of
chocolate, licorice, coffee grounds and tobacco. Full bodied, long
lasting, smooth and dry mouth and a surprisingly hot finish
DE MOLEN CUVVE #5 355ML, DUTCH ............................... 20
11% ABV, Imp. Stout; blend of Hel & Verdoemenis and Spanning
& Sensatie, aged on Octomore and Bruichladdich whisky barrels

20% OFF TO GO BOTTLES
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